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About This Game

Stop! You haven't captured the train yet? Didn't build a base and haven't mastered the planet? I won't jump from a springboard
to take the flag! I'll be waiting for you!

Different types of vehicles:
- Buggy

- Tanks (NEW!)
- Hover (in development)

- Terrain Vehicles (in development)
- Spaceship (in development)

- Mega-robots (in development)

Different modes:
- Building base

- Capture a train
- Capture the flag

- Deathmatch
- Hover-racing with shooting (in development)

- Capture the points (in development)
- Capture the fort (in development)

- Mega-robot vs All (in development)
- Clan wars (in development)
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- Tournaments (under development)
- Co-op mode (in development)

Modular editor vehicle:
- Primary weapon (blaster / gun, etc.)

- Secondary Weapon (shocker, energy shield, etc)
- Armor Plates

- Protection of the wheels
- Spoilers
- Colors
- Trails

- Wheels (in development)
- Camouflage (in development)

- Flags (in development)
- Toot (in development)

- Engine sound (in development)

Building base:
- The main building, which generates income

- Other 10 buildings (in development)
- Ability to build springboards (in development)

- Teleports (in development)
- Clan Base (in development)

Communication:
- Chat

- Invitation to battle(NEW!)
- Clans (in development)

- Friends (in development)
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Title: Impulse of War
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Dmitry Medvedev
Publisher:
Dmitry Medvedev
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 - 32/64 bits

Processor: Intel Dual Core or equivalent AMD family

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c Compatible GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: MacOS, Linux - coming soon

English,Russian
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I just finished playing Guard of Wonderland today, using the blonde Alice character. I am a fan of the Alice books and read
Alice\u2019s Adventures in Wonderland, Through the Looking Glass, and even Hunting of the Snark. Guard of Wonderland is
interesting and fun, but short and at a few points confusing. Overall though, I do recommend the game to fans of Lewis
Carroll\u2019s Alice works.

I will go through what I felt were the pros and cons of Guard of Wonderland here, and will try to avoid spoilers.

Pros
1.\tThe game has a good atmosphere. It is colorful, and holding the right mouse button allows one to look around the
environment. There are weather effects like rain, as well as atmospheric sounds like birds chirping.

2.\tThe music was very soothing and contributed to the feel of the game.

3.\tYou save automatically upon quitting, wherever you are. I needed to quit the game a few times and was happy to find
afterwards that I resumed right where I left off.

4.\tThe verse style in which the characters speak is very evocative of the style the characters spoke in the original Wonderland
books.

Cons
1.\tThe game is very short. I played through as blonde Alice, and finished her campaign in almost 90 minutes.

2.\tThe beginning of the game is immediately confusing because you are given the choice between a blonde Alice and a black-
haired Alice. However, there is no indication in the character selection what the difference between blonde or black-haired
Alice is. I played the blonde Alice as that was the color of Alice\u2019s hair in Sir John Tenniel\u2019s original Alice
illustrations. It\u2019s unclear at first if the choice between them is cosmetic or if they are actually different characters,
although later gameplay indicates they are indeed different characters. Hovering the mouse over the Alice pictures doesn\u2019t
bring any descriptions. I would have liked for the differences between the 2 Alices to have been clear in the character selection,
and it was not.

3.\tThere is no tutorial other than a display of the Battle Controls page from the options menu. While this explains the basics of
combat, it does not go over the nuances such as what it means when the left arrow, right arrow, or down arrow is displayed with
a letter in combat. For a while, I was confused why moving my mouse right, left, or down seemingly did nothing until I realized
that I had to hold down the right mouse button and then move right, left, or down. This isn\u2019t explained clearly in any
tutorial or the options menu.

4.\tOn the subject of combat, it\u2019s very simplistic. There are 2 nonsensical weapons to attack an opponent. For example,
my second fight offered the option to attack an enemy with tofu or salt\u2026 If I chose the wrong weapon, I was taken to a
quick time event where I had to hit a letter and move the mouse in a direction while holding down the right mouse button to
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dodge an attack, otherwise I would be hit. If I chose the correct weapon, the monster would lose 1 hit point. Since most
monsters only have 2 hit points (a few bosses might have 3 or 4), combat is short, simple, and unfortunately dull. If you select
the wrong weapon, all you have to do is succeed in the quick time event to dodge the attack, then choose the correct weapon
afterwards. There\u2019s no challenge at all in combat. Combat was so simple that I never needed to use any of the allies that
joined Alice.

5.\tThe weapons and inventory are nonsensical. Aside from salt and tofu as weapons, we have tea, raspberry, cupcakes, fans,
forks, and other items. None of it makes any sense. Pressing I for inventory shows all your weapons, yet none of them have any
descriptions or stats and hovering the mouse over them displays nothing. There is no way to know which weapon is effective
against an enemy aside from trial and error, as the weapons have no statistics or distinguishing features.

6.\tSeveral characters look nothing like how they were described in the original books or illustrated by Sir John Tenniel. The
Hatter in the game is way too handsome and looks like a movie star, and not at all like the character in the original book
illustrations. In the books, Tweedledee and Tweedledum are clearly described as \u201ctwo fat little men\u201d. In this game,
Tweedledee and Tweedledum look like two frail, thin small boys. What happened here?

7.\tThe battles are seemingly unconnected to the main plot, except in maybe the last chapter. Alice would go along talking to
various characters like the Hatter, the Caterpillar, the Red Queen, and others and then a fight with a random enemy happens.
Then the story continues onward without even mentioning the battle! This happens throughout the game and is very jarring, and
breaks suspension of disbelief. Only in the last chapter, when you fight bosses, do the fights start connecting to the story.

8.\tOn this same note, character dialogue often does not match up with the scenery. Alice at one point says \u201cIt\u2019s as
dark as a chasm\u201d, yet the surrounding area in the game itself was still fairly well lit.

9.\tThere do not seem to be any meaningful choices in the game to make. You just click through the dialogue and the player
never makes any decisions. Outside of battles, you feel you are reading about Alice rather than actually playing her.

10.\tThe dialogue, while having a style of verse that fits with the Alice books, was often very confusing. While you could still
figure out the story through much of the game, the ending was just not clear. It was just a lot of verse that didn\u2019t make
sense. In fact, I\u2019m not sure I actually know what happened in the ending. The verse was not straightforward. I wish the
devs had said \u201cAlice defeated the queen, then saved Wonderland and found a portal home\u201d (just an example,
I\u2019m not actually reciting what happened in the ending). Clear simple words in the ending would have made it less
confusing.

I enjoyed the game as an Alice fan. It could be longer and have been clearer, especially in the ending. However, playing Guard
of Wonderland is still an enjoyable way to spend time and I recommend it to other Alice in Wonderland fans.. Really really
enjoyed this game. For the one hour that i played this game, i liked how it was slow paced and boring. It was also fun how laggy
it was and how i didnt really get anywhere in the game, and the fact that i was invicible to my friends. There was also really no
set instructions on how you play this game. This aspect is what makes this game mysterious which in turn makes it fun. Highly
recommend it, especially to someone who has a really bad computer.. >Born
>Mother ditches me in town center
>Cry for help
>Great Uncle comes to my rescue with berries
>Uncle picks me up, smiling down upon me
>Me, "dad?"
>He carries me through town, i take in the sights and people
>Reach the outskirts of town
>He sets me down with that same comforting smile, and feeds me another berry
>Uncle reaches in backpack
>Me, "mmmm more berries"
>Uncles smile fades as he pulls out a knife
>We both know what must be done
>Uncle, "shhhhhhhhh....sleep now"
>Die a slow death while Uncle mourns the loss of family and potential
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11\/10 would be begrudgingly euthanized by my Great Uncle for the well being of the town again. When i saw that Beat Hazard
2 is on steam in early access on my ex's birthday to be exact lol. I love the Beat Hazard so i just had to get the 2nd installment.
Though after playing it for almost an hour. It does not feel any different than the first installment to me. I really love the open
Mic so you could play music from any music app but right now it does not seem to work that well for me. Have to restart the
song about 3-4 times before it registers in game and i can finally play that song from google music. I know this game is in early
access right now and I can see it grow in a better beat hazard game but right now I cant recommend it if you have the older beat
hazard. If not, get this one then. I am honestly thinking of getting my money back for this game cause i think ill probably stick
with the old version but at the same time I might support this game and see where it goes. Why do i have to be so indicisive lol.
Oh yea game also seems to crash on me alot, something about this game having ransomware behavior so it seems to shut down
after i play a song from google play.. Not a bad game but you got the feeling that something is missing.
Keyboard controls only. The campaign has 10 missions from the battle of Britain to the fall of Berlin, depending on your
performance in the main missions you will have access to bonus missions, there are 6 bonus missions. Apparenly you can't
unlock all of them in a single campaign because some of them come from the same principal mission.
Roughly 4 hours of play time.

Get it only on sale

I would choose Combat Wings: Battle of Britain before this one.. This is like when you bite into a hot wing and you are pretty
sure the chicken has gone bad. The hot sauce is pretty good though, so you just try to forget about it. Next thing you know you
ate the whole basket and start to get worried.

Of course later on you♥♥♥♥♥♥yourself in pure agony.

10/10 would♥♥♥♥♥♥again.

. I like the storyline, it is interesting. Worth the price.. In the Counting Kingdom, by Little Worlds Interactive, you will take on
the role of a wizard that has to protect various castles in the realm. To do this you will have potions and spells to help defeat the
monsters that are invading. In a turn-based, grid tower defense game you will be faced with monsters that contain numbers, only
the exact amount of the number, or a combination of the monsters to a number can stop them. Can you take care of all the
monsters before the knock down the walls?

Graphically this has a light cartoony kids feeling to it. With the light colors, and the cute looking monsters you can see that this
game is meant to be played by all ages. I really liked the layout of how everything fit on the screen, it wasn't ever too cluttered
but it also didn't feel empty.

The map music is this nice light guitar solo that makes me think of story time. The in game music is a fun battle tune. The
sounds of the monsters grunting as you select them does get a little old if you play for a long time, but its nothing that is going to
cause you to quit the game.

The controls are simply point and click. You click on the next castle you are going to have to protect, and then you will be
clicking on potions, monsters, and spells in game.

As you can probably tell this is an educational game that is masquerading as a turn-based tower defense game. I have to say that
they have done a DAMN good job making it both enjoyable, entertaining, and of course educational. Sure it has been a long
time since last I had to deal with addition and subtraction, but I tell you what, there was something about this game that made
me want to keep playing the next level. My only true gripe about the game is that you were taken back to the map screen after
successfully completing each level. I would have liked a smooth transition between at least all the levels in a certain area. There
are a couple of different areas, and of course as the game progresses the numbers on the monsters gets bigger, but you also get
more types of potions to use. These potions range from ones that increase the monster's number, decrease the monster's number,
zero out the monster's number, move a monster to a different row, clear off an entire row, or freeze an entire row for a couple
of turns.

If you are looking for something that the whole family to play, this is the game to play. There's a difficulty setting, as part of the
game, so if you need to make it easy you can do so, or you can pump it up to be a little more challenging. All I have to say is that
I couldn't put the game down until I finished it, and I was left wanting more, I wanted to save more castles, defeat more
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monsters, and though I technically could have started the game over again, I would be very interested to see what the developers
could have given us as the next area, or hopefully area(s). This game has to be a 9.2 out of 10.. I think this game is AWSOME!!
But there is one thing I think they should add
MULTIPLAYER! The reason is, first of all the new escapist has the multiplayer
mode which is great so why could this game have multiplayer too?
Imagine the survival mode, fighting walker with your best friend, It would be awsome,
The AI character to help you out, sure, but they run out of bullets quickly, and you always have to save them
And story mode would have a Coop mode which would make the story more enjoyable!
Anyways, this game is awsome and I hope you update it more!
You guys rock ,team17
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Some cool levels.. Like Candy Crush Saga with great story and dragons. Better than I expected. Dumber than I expected. More
fun than I expected. Prettier than I expected. I like it on Low quality for the crunchier effect, as well. Dang these monters
interrupting my 3D autumn night.. I loved being that robot and shooting everything that appeared. Good game, solid and de-
stressing. Yeah I thought i was getting a Bonus, but nothing, no Mini Coins or Characters Free. I spent $1.99 just for nothing,
when could just download this game from their website FREE. so this is a scam. Until they add something good, I'm getting my
Refund.. Great game if your into wrestling and managment games.. Heyyo, a decent way to pass time with this little game. You
run around with WASD to move Hamilton and use the mouse to move the parrot around, and in combination make for a fun
puzzle game.. Stupid Game... Dont buy it.. I'll be honest, there was alot more homosexual romanticizing available than I
expected.

However, that's to be expected. Everybody's basically a cowboy in their own right. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
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